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Dear friends, supporters
and alumni of our chair

crisis impact on cost management, where more than 400 controllers took part.

2021 kept us curious around the year –

We continued our networking and executive education activities,

regarding the progress of our research as

which was not always easy in these times. Happily, we could grow

well as of the development of the pandemic.

our Performance Management Network with renowned partners,

My deanship ended according to plan but still

like Lindt & Sprüngli or Migros Industry, and successfully start the

kept me busy most of the year. In this role, I

third cohort of our executive education program in Performance

was priviledged to head a lot of recruitment

Management intensiv (CAS PMi). Across the year we had more than

committees, among them two that will affect

100 participants in our courses. It was also great to kick off our

our institute. Starting in summer 2022 Prof. Dennis Fehrenbacher

CFO conference www.aca-symposium.ch, with about 80 partici-

(currently Monash University, Melbourne) will support us as Associ-

pants in Zurich (save the date: 13/14.9.2022). Besides our LinkedIn

ate Professor for Management Accounting and Prof. Judith Stroehle

channel with now about 1,250 followers, we started a newsletter

(currently Saïd Business School, Oxford University) will start as

about special issues in performance management to more than 250

Assistant Professor for Sustainability Governance.

persons.

Also, the team of the chair changed considerably: three members

My service as editor in chief for the longest standing business

successfully defended their PhD and four were onboarded. Dr.

journal in Switzerland “Die Unternehmung” kept me busy, as we

Christina Gaupp and Dr. Jonas Solbach successfully started their

celebrated our 75th anniversary with a special edition and onboar-

careers at Hilti and Dr. Stefan Edlinger-Bach stayed in academia and

ded two new editors. Also “Controlling” did very well with our six

returned to Austria to rejoin the Vienna University of Economics

normal editions and one special about “Purpose – How Controllers

and Business (WU Wien) as a postdoc researcher. The new team

support sensemaking”, together with Prof. Péter Horváth.

members contribute nicely to our diversity: Richard Sentinella hails
from the US and Alessandra Huydts finished her degree from the

The year-end brought again very nice ranking results: 1st place for

University of Rotterdam while Sophie Stopp and Max Schlicher

the Master in Strategy and International Management (FT world-

joined us from our own university. Max is well known to the chair

wide master ranking), 6th place in European Business Schools

from his years working as student assistant.

(Financial Times). I am now looking forward to the next year where
I will spend a research semester at our partner university LUISS in

The publication list this year is as long as in most years with 30 items,

Rome, mainly working on publication projects. One is with our IGC

although without an A-journal. I am very confident that this will

– International Group of Controlling about controlling and agility.

change in the next year. We are in the 3rd round for a FT50 publication and an A-journal and have built a great pipeline for further

We are optimistically looking forward to the new normal and joint

publications. The research cooperation with Infineon showed

activities!

a nice result: we won the “Controlling” best paper award for an
article about driver-based planning. Very successfully we generated

Kind regards

proprietary datasets from surveys conducted in German-speaking
regions: 210 controllers participated in our study about organizational learning. We participated in a European consortium about the

For the latest updates please follow uns on Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling/
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RESEARCH PROJECTS

Governance and Legal Framework for the
Management of Artificial Intelligence

Agile Performance Management

Artificial intelligence (AI) could redefine decision-making in

The corporate context is increasingly characterized by

companies and organizations. Organizations can take advantage

unforeseeable and volatile changes, such as fluctuating customer

of the massive data they have collected on their competitors,

needs, rapid technologies, or new regulatory conditions. To

customers, etc. Yet, there is growing concern that the fairness

ensure up-to-date products, services, and processes, companies

and transparency of AI is limited: it tends to reproduce existing

increasingly rely on agile method usage, derived from the field

biases present in the data and therefore makes predictions that

of software development. These methods are designed to

are implicitly discriminatory. We are developing together with IT,

ensure a rapid sensing and fast adaptation of changes to satisfy

sociology and legal researchers from ETH Zurich and University

customer needs. The aim of the research project is to develop

of Zurich legal and governance rules that ensure the fair develop-

a steering model for agile project management to ensure the

ment and use of AI to facilitate its deployment and strengthen

target-oriented and context-specific application of agile practices.

human-machine confidence. The project is part of the National

Therefore, a multiple case study design is applied to develop a

Research Program 77 “Digital Transformation”, sponsored by the

steering model, demonstrate effects of agile practice usage, and

Swiss National Science Foundation.

specify contextual factors.

Management Controls and Meaningful Work

Management Control and
Learning

Work should make sense – that is the expectation of upcoming
generations. Working with impact and purpose leads to higher

Management control systems are not just used to ensure that the

motivation, commitment, and performance growth. However,

actions of organization’s members align with its goals but also to

it is still unclear how companies can create a meaningful work

collect information in the decision-making process. This becomes

environment and meet the expectations of their employees.

increasingly important in uncertain environments. A controller is

The research project investigates the relationship between the

asked to make the situation more transparent by improving the

management control system and the perception of meaningful

understanding of the cause-effect relationships and linkages ensu-

work. Research has already confirmed the positive effect of

ring the organization grasped the wholeness of the situation. To

enabling controls. In the current research project, the intensity

reduce the information gap resulting from uncertainty, the design

of the use of controls to achieve these positive behavioral

and use of control systems should foster learning to enable

effects is examined and encourages the investigation of non-

controllers to do their job as information-providers. The project

linear relationships in management accounting research. The

investigates which control configurations foster learning based

data collection generated 277 evaluable responses. A report on

on survey data of 210 controllers in the German-speaking area.

the results of the study has already been published, and three
scientific papers are being composed.
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Pay for Performance

Steering of Global Manufacturing
Networks

In research, the „crowding-out effect“ has been widely resonating:
The (extrinsic) incentive mechanism of money displaces intrinsic

In times of increasingly unpredictable developments, timely and

motivation. This might lead to a performance reduction through

comprehensive information on relevant steering information is

the variable compensation. Companies are increasingly ending

essential for manufacturing networks. Lack of information, wrong

individual-, incentive- and plan-performance-oriented compen-

analyses or miscalculations can have fatal consequences and turn

sation. In a previous dissertation, we were able to demonstrate

a well-configured network into trouble in a very short time. In

the existence and impact of the crowding-out effect in sales. In

order to avoid this, management needs supporting tools, models

a second project, a new system has been introduced in a global

and methods to be able to assess the current status in real time

company and scientifically accompanied (see „A New Era of

and to derive future-oriented actions. Together with researchers

Compensation“ www.youtube.com/watch?- v=4oA7okCZ-

from ETH Zurich and the Institute for Technology Management

mrs). In the actual third PhD project we refine and scale the

from HSG we developed and prototyped a Power BI based dash-

approach globally in culturally different environments.The project

board for the control of international production networks.

review and track the changes and effects in order to identify the
potentials of individual performance management.

Business Analytics: Driver-based forecasting

Performance Management in Health Care

Traditionally, forecasting is a time and resource intensive process

Service providers in health care systems are under great pressure

requiring extensive individual judgment. However, judgment and

to change.This is triggered by factors such as the growing level of

adjustments driven by office politics often deteriorate forecasting

expectations of patients, digitalisation, the lack of qualified speci-

results. With the extensive use of data management and analytics

alists, the differentiation of medical, nursing and technical exper-

it is possible to overcome these negative effects and generate

tise, the trend from inpatient to outpatient care and a growing

automated baseline forecasts with higher precision in a shorter

gap between medical-therapeutic and financial possibilities. The

time frame. This is based on driver models, which process large

research project addresses the question of how service providers

sets of internal or external financial and non-financial data, and

can subsequently adapt their services, structures and processes

on analytics platforms, using up to date algorithms. We applied

and further develop their established management practices in

different driver-based approaches in various projects for cash

order to successfully face these changes. A particular focus is on

flow, revenue and other forecasts. The technical modeling part is

the cost management design and the connection between service

only one challenge, as algorithm aversion and other effects consi-

performance and cost efficiency.

derably interfere with human-machine interactions, requiring
adequate procedures and designs.

NETWORKS

The CENS – Controlling Excellence Network St.Gallen – is

The PMN – Performance Management Network is a platform

a cooperative network, comprising the chair and a group of

for companies interested in innovative developments and practi-

multi-national firms within the German speaking area. The

cal solutions for performance management. The SPMM serves as

network aims to bring together science and practice by under-

an impulse and structuring framework, and thus we continuously

taking innovative research and implementation projects as well

generate new insights for our partners. For these 20+ compa-

as through the continuous training of the network partners.

nies we offer targeted and topic specific interactions within diffe-

Close and reliable long-term cooperation enhances discus-

rent formats. These encompass management training seminars,

sions on the latest research results and their implementa-

competence networks, and executive roundtables. There are also

tion via innovative pilot projects. Corporate partners regu-

frequent interchanges related to Bachelor's and Master's theses

larly send guest lecturers to provide a realistic picture of the

as well as individual discussions and coaching sessions. Through

practical implementation of controlling in their companies and,

the systematic transfer between science and corporate practice

hence, to stimulate students’ interest in this. On the other

as well as the active networking between the partner firms, rele-

hand, students from the University of St.Gallen, present final

vant developments are made promptly accessible and thus value

theses and undergo internships stimulated by this cooperation.

is added for all participants.

In 2013, the University of St.Gallen and the Hilti Group founded

Through the SPMM – St.Gallen Performance Management Model

the Hilti Lab for Integrated Performance Management. The Lab is

(www.spmm.ch) we have developed an integrated model to

an integral part of the Chair of Controlling / Performance Manage-

align financial management with current leadership challenges and

ment and focuses on the research of connections between finan-

to support executives in this change. It is the result of long-stan-

cial management practices and behavior as well as the motivation

ding research and extensive practice experience. Meanwhile, we

of employees – and thus on the design of performance manage-

have tested and further optimized the model within the scope

ment systems. The work is done in research projects which are

of various cycles of an innovation-action-research with compa-

closely related to doctoral or master theses, which profit from

nies of various sizes and industries. Besides, we have conducted

a great data access to Hilti. In the meantime, the cooperation

studies about management practices with more than 200 compa-

between the Chair and Hilti has been agreed for the third funding

nies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. We thus could prove

period from 2020-23, which means that the partnership will last

that companies using the practices of the SPMM more intensively

at least ten years.

are significantly more successful.
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For a current overview please visit www.spmm.ch

achieve
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measuring
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SPMM – St.Gallen Performance Management Model

The SPMM constitutes a reference framework and an
important source of inspiration for our research and work
as part of our cooperation with corporate partners, and is
continuously being refined and developed.
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Performance Management Academy

Financial Leadership for Executives

In 2021, we were able to further expand our range of execu-

Performance management only works if the needs of finance

tive education programs within our Performance Management

and (general) managers can be clearly identified and named. This

Academy (see www.performance-management.academy).

requires a fundamental understanding of the relevant concepts in

The focus is on the "Performance Management intensiv" program,

the areas of controlling, accounting and finance from everyone

which leads in nine two-day modules to a "Certificate of Ad-

involved. With this program, we offer an advanced training semi-

vanced Studies (CAS)" that is recognized by the Swiss Rectors'

nar for non-finance people. It is specially designed for executives

Conference and credits 10 ECTS. Also the attendance of indivi-

being financially responsible for an organizational unit who speci-

dual seminars is possible. With more than 105 participants the

fically want to refresh respectively acquire know-how in financial

program is very popular. Participants either come from the cor-

leadership. In a three-day seminar, we provide the key concepts

porate partners of our PMN – Performance Management Net-

including an intensive preparation and follow-up period in the

work or book individual seminars. The modules are dedicated to

areas of financial performance measurement, business planning,

a key topic from the area of performance management, such as

value-based management, integrated performance management,

driver-based planning, individual performance management, com-

business analytics and management accounting.

petences etc. The target group are junior managers with professional experience as well as experienced experts/specialists from

Financial Governance for Board Members

the financial sector.
Board members are ultimately responsible for the strategy and
In the seminars, current concepts from theory are combined

success of a company.They need to judge, understand and further

with our extensive experience in business practice as well as

develop the business model, investments, risks, governance and

presentations by guest speakers. A special feature of the seminars

leadership issues. Thus, they are often lacking a sound financial

is the "Bring your case" format, in which participants bring a

literacy, which contradicts with the holistic responsibility. In the

problem of application from their daily work and present it to

last years, we gathered from more than 300 board members

the group. Afterwards, the case is discussed in small groups and

assessments of their organizations using the structure of the

specific solutions are developed, from which the participants

SPMM – St.Gallen Performance Management Model. With this

can benefit considerably. In addition, case studies of the chair

experience we provide in this two-day seminar an overview on

are regularly used to familiarize the participants with innovative

financial, organizational and governance related competencies,

approaches and strategies. Due to the intentionally cross-

every board member should be familiar with.

industry composition of companies, exciting discussions and
valuable suggestions arise for everyone. A central component of

Executive Roundtable

the continuing education courses is a joint evening event, where
participants can get a taste of St.Gallen's air and get to know each

An Executive Roundtable was held again in 2021. These are

other informally through excursions, city walks or cheese fondue.

networking events specifically aimed at experienced executives in
the financial sector (CFO, Head of Controlling).The focus was on

Within the Performance Management Academy we offer several

current challenges in performance management with a focus on

courses not only for experienced finance persons but also for

the evergreens planning optimization and target setting.

non-finance managers.You can find all information on our website:
www.performance-management.academy.
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2022

2023

2024

PM PM

Integrated Performance Management
The SPMM – St.Gallen Performance Management Model

01./02.09.

31.08/01.09.

29./30.08.

PM ST AS

Strategic Performance Management
From business model to strategy map

15./16.09.

14./15.09.

12./13.09.

PM FI AS

Financial Performance Management
Understand and apply financial key figures

22./23.09.

21./22.09.

19./20.09.

PM IN

Individual Performance Management
Combine management and remuneration appropriately

27./28.10.

26./27.10.

24./25.10.

PM PB

Planning and Budgeting
Driver models, forecasts and analytics

10./11.11.

09./10.11.

07./08.11

PM BA AS

Business Analytics
Optimize decisions based on data and analytics

01./02.12

30.11/01.12.

28./29.11.

PM KP

Master complexity appropriately
Calculation and Process Cost Management

10./11.02

09./10.02.

08./09.02.

PM PI

Management of Projects and Investments
Connect efficiency and strategy

03./04.03

02./03.03.

22./23.02.

PM KO

Competences in Performance Management
From bean counter to business partner

17./18.03

16./17.03.

14./15.03.

PM BA SS

Business Analytics
Optimize decisions based on data and analytics

05./06.05

23./24.03.

21./22.03.

PM FI SS

Financial Performance Management
Understand and apply financial key figures

07./08.04

30./31.03

11./12.04.

PM PB SS

Planning and Budgeting
Driver models, forecasts and analytics

28./29.04

27./28.04.

25./26.04.

PM ST SS

Strategic Performance Management
From business model to strategy map

24./25.03

04./05.05.

16./17.05.

13.09.2022

31.05.2023

13./14.09.2022

31.05/01.06.2023

Online
On site with event on the evening before

11.05.2022
09.11.2022

10.05.2023

Shared Service Center

26.10.2022

Executive Roundtable

Current challenges and innovative
solutions in Performance Management

ACA Symposium

Rethinking Financial Leadership
(www.aca-symposium.ch)

Competence Networks
Business Analytics

08.11.2023

For further information, please contact pmacademy@unisg.ch

ACA SYMPOSIUM
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4th ACA Symposium
Rethinking Financial Leadership

parallel workshops in which they developed new ideas to solve
practical problems. The workshops were led by Andreas Röderer,
CFO SAP Germany with the title: „SAP‘s Transformation to the

The 4th ACA Symposium, organized by the Institute of Ac-

Intelligent Enterprise - From the CFO‘s Perspective“; Stefan Loa-

counting, Controlling and Auditing (ACA-HSG), took place on

cker, Business Angel & Board Member Swisslife Holding & Vonto-

14th-15th September 2021 in Zurich with around 80 partici-

bel Holding and Michael Wieser, Partner btov with the title: „Cor-

pants. The conference opened on 14th September above the

porate Venturing: Alien or Recipe for Success?“; Dr. Roland Gilles,

roofs of Zurich on the terrace of the ETH with the award

Head of Group Controlling AMAG Group and Dr. Ole Stenzel,

ceremony for the ACA-HSG dissertation prize. This was follo-

Head of Data & Advanced Analytics AMAG Group with the title:

wed by entertaining pitches of ideas with a subsequent panel

„Business Analytics in the Finance Organisation - From Idea to

discussion moderated by Prof. Schäfer on the main topic of

Implementation“; and Lorenz Bärlocher, CFO IWC Schaffhausen

the event: Rethinking financial leadership - from the perspec-

with the title: „Change in the Global Value Chain - What Cont-

tive of standard setters (Prof. Leibfried, President of the Swiss

ribution Will Finance Make?“. In the afternoon, the ACA Prize in

GAAP FER Expert Commission and director of ACA), aca-

Financial Leadership, worth 20,000 Swiss francs, was awarded to

demia (Prof. Möller, Chairman of the International Group of

Prof. Erwan Morellec, PhD, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lau-

Controlling and director of ACA), as well as from the perspec-

sanne. At the end of the event, there were start-up pitches with a

tive of practice (Tobias Hestler, CFO GSK Consumer Health

focus on financial transformation.

Care). The social part was introduced with speed networking

The successful mixture of practice, science and start-ups was par-

and rounded off with an apéro riche, an enchanting view over

ticularly remarkable. For CFOs and executives from the fields of

Zurich and the opportunity for further personal exchange.

accounting, controlling, corporate finance and auditing, the symposium was an excellent opportunity to look beyond the horizon

The second day of the symposium at the famous event locati-

and at future trends.

on “Kosmos” in Zurich started with a keynote speech „Challenging the status quo to control your own destiny“ by Gina

The 5th ACA Symposium will take place on 13/14 Sep-

Domanig, Founder and Managing Partner of Emerald Techno-

tember 2022 and 31 May/01 June 2023 in Zurich.

logy Ventures. Afterwards, the participants divided into four

COMPETENCE NETWORKS

Within the framework of our Competence Networks (CN), since many years, we have been bringing together science and practice for
a qualified exchange on specific topics. The meetings (this year all online) are preceded by an intensive process, which aims at a profound
preparation of the scientific and practical state of the art. For this purpose, the respective team is composed of experienced specialists
with many years of experience in the relevant field and doctoral candidates. In addition to research in publications and databases, interviews are conducted with the participating companies to identify and document best practices. During the meetings, impulse presentations and experiences of successful implementations are presented by the about 10 participating companies, selected guests and the chair,
followed by a discussion with all participants.

Corporate Planning

Business Analytics

Successfully designing corporate planning is one of the central

Digitization leads to a rapid increase in available data, which offers

management challenges, especially in times of disruptive change.

enormous potential for corporate management. Promising areas

Particularly the uncertainty in planning, which is associated with

of application for business analytics range from (partially) auto-

the COVID-19 pandemic, poses great challenges for planning

mated forecasting and the identification of business drivers to the

executives. In this context, driver models are becoming more and

automation of complex processes. Thereby, numerous questions

more established. But what makes more sense: Excel applications

arise: Which application areas make sense for the use of business

or your own systems? Should the driver models be used for goal

analytics in performance management? Which methods are suita-

setting, forecasts or planning? Can they be combined with rolling

ble for the respective analytics goal? Which implementation steps

forecasts and reporting? Maybe even automated? How do meeting

are required and which organizational setup should be created?

structures have to interact during planning and plan tracking?

Shared Service Center (SSC)
Shared Service Centers (SSC) are an operational model for
service delivery of mostly transactional processes within organizations. SSCs as a means of bundling competencies and processes
with the aim of increasing efficiency are an established concept,
particularly in large companies, and are now increasingly spreading to medium-sized enterprises. In the meantime, new technologies (Robotic Process Automation), expansion of the areas
of application and the effective integration of services into the
company are in the focus. The identification of success factors as
well as successful practices for organization and control is particularly challenging.
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Solbach, J., Performance Management through Compensation and Motivation – An Intervention Study Beyond Pay for Performance in the
Sales Force, St. Gallen 2021.
Wirnsperger, F., Möller, K., The Guided Self-Control Management Model, in: Strategic Finance (2021), No. 10, pp. 36-43.

PROFESSIONAL BODIES

IGC

Deanship 2019 - 2021
The IGC is an international community

The School of Management (SoM) is the largest school of the

of institutions that promote Controlling

University of St.Gallen with about 60% of the now more than

in its practical application and further

9.800 students. With nearly 50 full professors and another 50

development. IGC develop, coordinate and

associate, assistant and adjunct professors it is also regarding

disseminate a Controlling conception and

scientific personal the largest faculty in the German speaking

terminology and support the role making

world – and also with leading research results. Prof. Möller

of controllers as partners of management.

headed this great body of knowledge through troubling waters,

Prof. Möller is a member of the IGC board.

which was a challenge and a privilege at the same time. The dean
is also part of the university leadership team and serves for two

IGC sets standards for future-oriented controlling and for a

years, reflecting that in this time the „normal“ obligations of a

successful work of controllers. Among other things, this includes

professor in research and teaching are obstructed considerably,

the establishment of the professional profile and role model of

thus allowing the person to regain again momentum at the insti-

the controller, the assurance of a high-quality standards in training

tute afterwards.

of controllers as well as the professional exchange of opinions
and ideas. The IGC brings together members from 15 nations to

The deanship was very challenging and busy with all the chan-

shape the future of Controlling and the corresponding training.

ges following COVID. As the dean is responsible for 12 teaching
programs from bachelor to PhD level, it meant to change >1.000

In 2021, IGC continued with the new initiative of „Study Reports“

courses from onsite to online – and back and forth in 2021 again.

in order to give controllers help for coping with actual develop-

One of the highlights of the deanship was the final school meeting

ments. After a successful project about RPA in 2020 IGC drove

with the handover to the successor, where traditionally an exter-

forward a study report about „Digitization Possibilities of Plan-

nal input is organized by the outgoing dean. Prof. Möller brought

ning Processes in Controlling“ that was discussed on the annual

in here the former leader of the “Patrouille Suisse”, the aerobatics

meeting in Amsterdam and will be published on the website. Prof.

team of the swiss air force who gave an impressive talk about

Möller also initiated a book project about agile approaches in

command & control as well as trust & support in team leadership.

Controlling, that will be published in 2022.
The report can be found at https://www.igc-controlling.org/
downloads/other-contents.html
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Management Accounting

Management and Financial Control

The „Management Accounting“ is a compulsory course of the

The goal of this compulsory course is to present an overview of

Master in Accounting and Finance, that is taught in a German

the concepts and contents of financial leadership to students of

and English version for about 300 students each year. It provides

the Master in General Management. As we address here non-fi-

an overview of the content, solution approaches and theoretical

nance students, we need to explain concepts more intensely and

basics of controlling in terms of a leadership-oriented manage-

deliver the course in a very interactive way, using among others

ment accounting. It consists of lectures,

case studies and group work. In the financial control area, the

exercises and self-study and is intensely

course focuses more on analyzing the capital and financing struc-

based on the textbook „Controlling“ by

tures.

Professor Möller.

Controlling with SAP

Accounting, Controlling, Auditing

SAP has established itself as a quasi-standard for Enterprise

In this compulsory course for all 1.200 Bachelor students we

Resource Planning systems in large enterprises.The course intro-

teach the first half, which covers the Controlling part. Based on

duces SAP, an example of a centralized ERP tool for the support

the worldwide leading textbook (Horngrens Cost Accounting)

of controlling tasks in companies. Besides the overview of the

we first deliver content in videos, readers and online quizzes,

system’s design and functionalities, the application-oriented work

before we meet the student well prepared in the exercises and

on cost accounting implementation is core in the course. We

lectures. Based on this flipped classroom concept we can have

work directly on the system based on a direct connection to SAP

interactive classes even with these large class sizes in the English

servers, following a hands-on case study.

as well as in the German version.

Lecturers

Dr. Tobias Flinspach Dr. Felix Isbruch

Dr. Reinhard Lahusen Dr. Matthias Meyer

TEACHING
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Analytical Performance Management

Business Performance Management

This elective master course gives an overview of the theo-

This elective master course is fully devoted to the (Harvard)

ries, approaches and applications of performance management

case study teaching approach. Student teams deal intensively with

practices. We base the course on the identification of business

selected questions in the field of performance management and

models and the application of the HPC – House of Performance

develop and deliver their solutions. The combination of content

Cockpit to train the students with extensive financial KPI and

handover in lectures and the application of the concepts in cases

modern BI use. Students develop a case study based on a concrete

enhance the analytical as well as the presentation skills of the

company case, including a teaching note, which is then applied

participants.

and discussed with the entire course. Additionally, students get
trained in selected analytical programs, e.g. Microsoft Power

Key Partners

Key Activities
-

BI. Insights from practitioners expand the topics, introducing

-

successful realizations of analytical solutions in business practice.

-

-

-

134 Partner in fünf
Regionen
Enge Zusammenarbeit mit
Universitäten
Austausch mit Huawei und
Panasonic über
InterDigital
Communications
Infineon Partner Network
von fast 200 Hardware
und Software
Unternehmen zur
Unterstützung von Speed
to market

R&D für die
Entwicklung von
innovativen und
neuen Produkten
Produktion und
Vertrieb
Services für die
Einführung von neuen
Produkte und Systeme
bei Kunden

-

Key Resources

-

Kundenlösungen vom
Produkt zum System
Integration der
verschiedenen
Problemfelder
Innovationen durch
Forschung und
Entwicklung

Integrated Management Accounting Concept

-

Enge Beziehung mit Schlüsselkunden
Beratung und Begleitung vom Produkt
zum System

-

Direkte Kommunikation mit Kunden
Starke Markenpräsenz
Konferenzen, Kundenpräsentationen
und Werbung

Customer
Segments
-

Unternehmen
aus der Industrie
in den Bereichen
von ATV, IPC,
PMM, CCS

Channels
-

Know-How
Patente

Cost Structure
-

Customer Relationships

Value Proposition
-

Hohe Anteil an R&D Kosten
Hohe Kosten für die Ressourcen der Produktion von Halbleiter
Allgemeine Produktions- und Vertriebskosten

Revenue Streams
-

Revenue durch den Verkauf von Halbleitern und Services an Kunden
Revenue, der durch die Lizenzierung von Patenten und Know-How generiert wird.

Project Management and Controlling

This elective course within

The two-week intensive seminar "Project Management and Cont-

the Master in Accounting

rolling" specifically targets students of the International Students'

and Finance simultaneously

Committee (ISC), who organize the St.Gallen Symposium. The

prepares for the exam for

course is designed as a practice-oriented introduction to project

the Certified Management Accountant (CMA) of the American

management and project controlling by combining theory, practi-

Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).The IMA is with over

cal examples and exercises

150.000 members worldwide one of the largest associations of
controllers. The core feature is the integrated view of the several
topics of financial management. A CMA is not only one further
line in the CV but is also increasingly required by international
companies as a proof of expertise. Following the example of
the University of St.Gallen, other schools like Rotterdam, HEC
Paris, Bocconi or Bozen have developed such a course and offer
it successfully.

THESIS
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The challenges of value driver selection and
transformation towards driver-based planning

The
a

opportunity

to

practice-oriented

write
master

thesis and the attendance of
the course „Management and
Financial Control“ encouraged
me to apply for a master thesis

proposed solution guidelines for value driver selection helped to
improve driver-based planning implementation and practices.

„I can highly recommend
the Chair of Controlling /
Performance Management due to
its strong practical relevance and
renowned research partners”

at the Chair of Controlling
/

Payam Farahi

Performance

Management.

The cooperation and communication with Swarovski‘s cont-

After a structured and straight-

rolling team as well as with the chair not only went smoothly

forward application process, I

but was also ambitious and instructive. On the one hand, I was

had an exciting exchange regar-

additionally motivated by the supportive supervision of Michael

ding potential topics with my supervisor Prof. Dr. Klaus Möller

Weiser, who was always accessible for questions. On the other

and Michael Weiser as well as with potential research partners.

hand, the close weekly exchange with Swarovski’s controlling

Fortunately, my previous practical experience in controlling, espe-

team gave valuable insights into the financial planning world of

cially in financial planning, was considered when choosing the

Swarovski, which were not only relevant for the thesis, but also

topic. Therefore, the master thesis about driver-based planning

for my career entry. The hands-on experience at Swarovski was

and forecasting, with Swarovski as research partner, was a perfect

a valuable learning experience that will support me in my future

match.

work in controlling & finance consulting.

My master thesis focused on understanding the value driver
selection and the associated challenges and success factors, by
conducting a case study within Swarovski. In a first step, I explored the history of financial planning at Swarovski to investigate
the influence of internal and external factors (e.g., rise in competition) on planning and forecasting practices. In a second step,
by interviewing various departments, my work indicates that
the selection of value drivers is an iterative process that requires both analytical and interpersonal skills, and the application of
change management methods. The identified success factors and

SUPERVISED THESES BY THE CHAIR
We congratulate the following students on the successful completion of their bachelor and master thesis:

Amaev, Mago
Arakkalan, Sachin
Auf der Maur, Sarah
Bacchetta, Avelino
Beer, Dominic
Benhauresch, Alex
Büchel, Simon Alexander
Doris, Doris
Farahi, Payam
Flückiger, David
Hansen, Niels

Hurni, Micha Benedikt
Hürzeler, Alexander
Kempter,Valentin
Kieferle, Saskia
Kindschi, Chasper
Meier, Benjamin
Mensdorff-Pouilly, Felix
Millot, Maxime
Niemann,Tim
Omura,Valon
Schulze, Philipp

Seyffer, Jennifer
Sivanesan, Abichan
Vogelgesang, Felix
Walker, Jill
Wang, Bowen

Gol,Yehudah (BA)

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

The transfer of knowledge into practice is an essential element of

The content of the courses include the basics of controlling and

the work at the chair. Prof. Möller is therefore involved in various

cost accounting as well as special presentations on performance

executive education programs that convey practical knowledge

management, balanced scorecard or on recent developments

to executives. Compared to "normal" teaching (bachelor and

in planning and budgeting. The courses are offered in German

master), executive education is characterized by a much stronger

and English and are spread over several days. The presentations

interaction with the participants, a compression of the content

frequently include guest speakers from corporate practice.

and a greater focus on practical implementation. All these activities have in common that the participants have several years

A special highlight is one week of financial management courses in

of professional and, in many cases, management experience,

the context of the Executive MBA at the University of St.Gallen.

as well. The core activities comprise the following programs at

Over five days, the participants get an overview of the modern

the Executive School of Management, Technology and Law of the

concepts of financial management and immediately apply these

University of St.Gallen (ES-HSG):

in individual tasks and group case studies. The event combines
impulses from docents, discussions between and with the partici-

•

•

Executive MBA in General Management (introductory module as well as in-depth week financial management)
St.Gallen Finance and Controlling Certificate as well as
Strategy Certificate

•

HSG Senior Management Program

•

HSG Highlights

•

HR Value Creation

pants as well as guest lectures of selected speakers.The results of
successful practical cooperations are also regularly presented by
the respective partners (CFO, Head of Controlling).This is a good
way to bridge the gap between the conceptual content (such as
the SPMM) and its implementation in practice. Concrete instruments such as strategy map implementations are also used. It is
not only about the content, but also about the experience with
the introduction and the conviction of the employees.
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Web-App "House of Performance"
An essential part of the SPMM – St.Gallen Performance Management Model is financial steering, for which we have developed the
“House of Performance” KPI framework. It is structured in three
vertical “perspectives” and three horizontal “dimensions”. The
first vertical perspective represents the value creation part of
financial performance (measured by Economic Profit and RoCE).
The second vertical perspective can then be split into three
dimensions – growth, profitability, and capital efficiency – as the
levers of financial performance with a variety of possible metrics
in each category as a third perspective. The House of Performance plays a central role in teaching and executive education,
such as the Performance Management Academy (www.performance-management.academy). To enable a practice-oriented application of the concept by participants, a web-app based
on Microsoft Power BI was developed at our chair over several
years: the “HPC – House of Performance Cockpit”.This allows us
to interactively analyze real data from annual financial statements
of numerous companies. The HPC enables comparisons over

SPMM Website (www.spmm.ch)

time, between different companies (and thus business models),
and different key figures.We also added an ESG perspective (Envi-

At www. spmm.ch, we have gathered all up-to-date information

ronmental, Social, Governance), in order to assess performance

about the St.Gallen Performance Management Model (SPMM).

holistically. For research purposes, we have a dataset with more

The SPMM is documented as a holistic model for financial leader-

than 60.000 companies and can use it to efficiently implement

hsip and strategy implementation. Thus, the website becomes a

peer-bench- marking and similar studies.We continuously expand

knowledge hub for practice and science and serves as an exchange

and improve the features of the HPC.

platform for current findings on performance management from
theory and practice.

A trial access to the HPC is available at www.spmm.ch

NEWS

Conference Participation
In 2021, we were very active in presenting working papers at many scientific
conferences. In January, Michael Weiser participated in the American Accounting
Associations (AAA). In March, Janine Burghardt participated in the 18th ACMAR, in
May, Prof. Maël Schnegg and Janine Burghardt in the European Accounting Association
(EAA). In June, Jasmin Schmid, Michael Weiser and Janine Burghardt participated in
the ERMAC and Prof. Klaus Möller and Prof. Maël Schnegg participated in the 12th
conference of the Performance Measurement Association.

Three new PhDs
A long way came to a great end for Dr. Stefan Edlinger-Bach, Dr. Jonas Solbach and
Dr. Christina Gaupp. In September, Stefan and Jonas received their doctoral degree in
a formal ceremony on the campus in St.Gallen and in November, Christina successfully defended her dissertation. Stefan is continuing his way in academia and joined
the prestigious Vienna University of Economics and Business as a lecturer. Jonas and
Christina, who both promoted in association with the Hilti Lab continued to work at
Hilti and started their careers there.

Controlling with SAP
Part of our business analytics focus is a course on controlling with SAP that we
teach in the Bachelor program to make students familiar with the leading software
platform. In spring, we had a very insightful guest lecture. In the fall semester, we fi
nished the course with an excursion to the new Horváth office in the Circle building
at Zurich airport where David Statna, Philipp Eichenberger and Andrina Fürer invited
us for live demos in SAP, a challenging case study and not to forget a wonderful
apero!

75 Year Anniversary of "Die Unternehmung"
Die Unternehmung, the “Swiss Journal of Business Research and Practice” of which
Prof. Klaus Möller is Co-editor and editor in chief and Janine Burghardt head of the
editorial office was very active in 2021. We published four issues with in total 42
articles. One highlight was the release of its special 75 anniversary issue - “Business
Administration 2021: Time to Think It Differently?”

Journal "Controlling"
In 2021, the journal “CONTROLLING”, of which Prof. Klaus Möller is co-editor and
editor in chief, produced six issues contributing more than 50 innovative articles from
research and practice. In addition to the regular issues, a special issue was published
together with Prof. Péter Horváth “Purpose - Companies searching for meaning, can
controlling help?”. Since summer 2020, Daniel Marks has been responsible for the editorial work and organized not only all the other five issues but also “our” issue 2/2021
about “The future of controlling”.

For the latest updates please follow us on Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling/
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Performance Manager Podcast
In 2021, Prof. Klaus Möller was taking part several times in one of the most prominent
podcast series in controlling: The (German) Performance Manager Podcast https://
www.atvisio.de/podcast/. The talks give not only interesting insights about current
issues of the journal “Controlling” but also personal anecdotes. Prof. Klaus Möller
did not only talk about the future of controlling (No. 300 and 301) but also about
controlling and organizational purpose (No. 314) together with Prof. Péter Horváth.

Innosuisse Projects
We were able to successfully complete two Innosuisse projects in 2021. One project
on the topic “Agile Performance Management”, the other project on the topic
“Production Networks”. The main outcomes of the latter project are summarized in
a video. We had insightful exchanges with Helvetia, Hilti, Die Mobiliar, Mibelle Group,
ZKB, Festool, Huber + Suhner, M&F Engineering and of course our research partners
from the Institute of Technology Management (Prof. Friedli), Institute for Work and
Employment Research (Prof. Weibel) as well as ETH Zurich (Prof. Netland).

SNF Project Governance of AI
Immediately after the completion of our Swiss National Science Foundation funded
project „The digital manager“ in 2020 we began to work on a new project in the
Swiss National Research Program 77 “Digital Transformation”. As a project leader of
our project „Governance of Artificial intelligence“, we work together with Prof. Stefan
Feuerriegel (ETH), Prof. Kerstin Noëlle Vokinger and Prof. Gerhard Schwabe (both
University of Zurich), see https://www.nfp77.ch/

IGC Meeting in Amsterdam
After a series of online meetings, the International Group of Controlling (IGC) met
again physically in Amsterdam with about 30 of its members from Croatia, Poland,
Italy, Germany, Austria,The Netherlands etc. in September 2021.We had inspiring talks
from Prof. Frank Verbeeten (University of Amsterdam), Gerard Vries (Heineken) and
others. In workshops, we exchanged intensely about the progress of our actual research project about the digitalization possibilities of planning processes, our social
media strategy – and had a lot of further informal exchanges.

Cost Management in Crisis Times
In the first half of 2021, we conducted a study about contemporary cost management practices in pandemic times in Switzerland as part of an international research
consortium with Prof. Roland Gleich from Frankfurt School of Finance, Prof. Martin
Tschandl from FH JOANNEUM, Prof. Andreas Wald from University of Agder, Norway,
and Mladen Meter, Croatia. The aim of the study with over 400 participating companies was to better understand crisis effects and the potential of cost management
tools. We prepared a study report and article.

For the latest updates please follow us on Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling/

NEWS

GSERM Summer School 2021
Every year in June, the GSERM Summer School for empirical research methods takes
place at the University of St. Gallen and unites high level researchers and PhD students, postdocs and also practitioners from different countries and research fields to
learn how to best use empirical methods. In 2021, the summer school took place in a
virtual format but with the same high quality as at the campus. Our new PhD students
participated in courses such as Case Study Research, Qualitative Comparative Analysis, or Machine Learning with R.

PhD Research Videos
In 2021, we kicked off a video series about research projects. Our PhD students
Daniel Marks, Janine Burghardt, Jasmin Schmid, Jonas Solbach and Tobias Bender have
summarized their respective research projects in short 2-minute videos. The aim of
the animated videos is to illustrate complex research topics about controllability,
meaningful work and controls, agile projects, compensation systems and the use of
business analytics in a simple way.
https://aca.unisg.ch/de/arbeitsgebiete/moeller/research

Management Accounting Guest Lectures
In 2021, we had two great guest lectures in our German and English compulsory courses “Management Accounting” in the Master in Accounting and Finance Program. In
the English track we had live input from Shanghai from ZF China CFO Daniel Schubert
about the financial steering of one of the largest automotive suppliers. In the German
track Michael Nudelmann, Head of Financial Planning of Swarovski gave an up-to-date
input about driver based & predictive planning of the famous brand.

ISC St. Gallen Course "Project Management and Controlling"
In September, we enjoyed one of the last summer evenings with a BBQ and members
of the International Students’ Committee. The ambitious team of bachelor students is
organizing the St.Gallen Symposium (www.symposium.org). To support them accordingly, Prof. Dr. Klaus Möller, Dr. Tobias Flinspach and Prof. Riccardo Silvi from University of Bologna teach the course “Project Management and Controlling”. One of the
highlights of the two-week seminar were the workshop with Frank Despineux, Vice
President Mechanical Development at Torqeedo and a company visit at Hilti.

From HiltiLab to Hilti Strategy Management
During his doctorate at our chair in cooperation with the HiltiLab, Jonas Solbach
was able to gain extensive theoretical and practical experience with compensation
and motivation at Hilti. As a result, he joined Hilti as Strategy Manager in the Market
Reach department.

For the latest updates please follow us on Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling/
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MAccFin BBQ
In September 2021, we took part in the semester opening for our Master in Accounting and Finance program with the organization of the traditional MAccFin BBQ. The
students and lecturers as well as some of the program’s corporate partners were
able to enjoy the event, looking forward not only to regularly meeting their friends
and peers but also to the return of on-site teaching and learning at the University of
St.Gallen.

LinkedIn Channel and Newsletter
Now in the third year, we regularly post news about research, teaching and practice
transfer on our LinkedIn channel. In 2021, we wrote more than 112 posts and the
number of our followers continued to increase to more than 1,250. We also started
to send a regular newsletter to our corporate partners. If you are interested, please
sign up for our newsletter at pmacademy@unisg.ch or follow us on LinkedIn: www.
linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling

Controlling Conference in Zagreb
Prof. Klaus Möller and Daniel Marks started the second day of the 9th ICCC International Controlling Conference in Croatia in November 2021 with a keynote. The
conference is one of the ICV autumn conferences to update controllers at the end
of the year to ensure a knowledge base for the upcoming new year. Under the title
„Flexible Financial Planning & Forecasting with Combining Target Setting and Progress
Measurement using Analytical Driver Models“ they presented insights from current
research and practice.

CONTROLLING: Best Paper Award
Great success for our research cooperation projects! The article “Driver Based Simulation at Infineon” together with Dr. Frank Federmann and Alumnus Dr. Felix Isbruch
was awarded with the “Best Paper Award Praxis” for the best article in the journal
CONTROLLING. We have been working together with Infineon in several fields like
planning, shared service center steering, triggering events for impairments and others
since 2015. Based on the cooperation, HSG students and PhDs frequently are continuing their careers at Infineon like Dr. Philipp Wenig and Dr. Thomas Gackstatter.

Research Collaboration with Riccardo Silvi
Like in previous years, it was in summer again possible to make a physical exchange
with Prof. Riccardo Silvi from the University of Bologna. He is not only lecturing in our
bachelor course “Project Management and Controlling”, but he is also a longstanding
research partner of Prof. Klaus Möller.

For the latest updates please follow us on Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/school/chair-of-controlling/
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Prof. Dr. Matthias Mitterlechner
Prof. Dr. Klaus Möller is

Prof. Dr. Matthias Mitterlechner

Professor of Controlling /

is Adjunct Professor at the

Performance

University of St.Gallen. Prior

and Managing

Management
Director

of

to

the Institute for Accounting,

he

Controlling

development

and

Auditing

finishing

his

worked

habilitation,

in
roles

business
in

the

at the University of St.Gal-

healthcare and financial services

len. His main focus in rese-

industry. In collaboration with

arch, teaching, and practice

the Chair of Controlling /

is performance management

Performance

Management,

Matthias

courses

and business analytics. He is

offers

at

co-editor of the journals "Controlling", "Die Unter- nehmung"

the Bachelor and Masters level. In his research, he focuses on

and "Board", board member of the IGC – Internatio- nal Group

performance management practices in knowledge-intensive

of Controlling and was awarded the title "Honorary Professor in

expert organizations and inter-organizational networks, with a

Management Accounting" by the American Institute of Manage-

special empirical focus on the health care industry.

ment Accountants.

Prof. Dr. Maël Schnegg
Before his time at the University of St.Gallen, he was Professor
of Controlling at the University of Göttingen (2007-2011) and at

Prof. Dr. Maël Schnegg is

the Technical University of Munich (2006-2007). From 1998 to

Assistant Professor for Digital

2005, he was a research assistant to Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Péter

Performance Management at

Horváth at the Chair of Controlling at the University of Stuttgart.

the chair since February 2019.

Before that, he studied Business Administration and Mechanical

He studied Management (B.Sc.)

Engineering at the Technical University of Darmstadt.

and
(M.Sc.)

Information
and

Systems

subsequently

He has published twelve books and over two 300 articles in top

completed his doctorate in

scientific as well as practice oriented journals like Accounting,

Controlling at the University

Organizations and Society, Management Accounting Research,

of Lausanne. He is a lecturer at

Journal of Accounting and Organizational Change, Journal of

the Universities of Lausanne

Intellectual Capital. He is a regular speaker at international confe-

and Fribourg and at the International Academy for Sports Science

rences and at executive education programs. He actively propels

and Technology (AISTS) in Lausanne. In his research, on the one

the transfer of his research into corporate practice on various

hand, he is dealing with the effects of digitization on controlling

committees and advisory boards, for instance, as partner of the

and, on the other hand, with the monitoring of changes in the

management consultancy PMC - The Performance Management

environment in order to use this information to adapt and renew

Company GmbH, a spin-off from the University of St.Gallen.

the strategy.

Carolina Näf
Carolina Näf is the communication and organizational center at the chair. She studied to be a
foreign language secretary and is a trained foreign language correspondent in English and German.
Born in Brazil, she gained first work experience while studying. Before moving to St. Gallen, she
spent many years in Germany, where she improved her linguistic and professional skills. As the
contact person for all relevant topics, her door is always open.
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Tobias Bender

Alessandra Huydts

Tobias Bender has been a Ph.D. student at Prof. Möller's chair

Alessandra Huydts has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller‘s team

since September 2019. Before that, he gained practical experience

since February 2021. She holds a Bachelor (B.Sc.) and Master

in various functions at a leading credit insurer, most recently as

(M.Sc.) degree in Accounting and Finance from the Erasmus Univer-

Senior Special Risk Manager. He holds a Master in Management

sity, Rotterdam School of Management. During her studies she

(M.Sc.) from HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management and

spent a semester abroad in Japan studying at the Nagoya Univer-

completed his bachelor studies (B.A., Finance and Investment)

sity of Commerce and Business. Before starting at the Chair, Ales-

at the European University of Applied Sciences (EUFH) in Brühl

sandra gained work experience at a Data and AI consultancy in

and at the San Diego State University (SDSU) in California. His

Berlin. She also currently supports a Bachelor and Master course

research deals with the analytical optimization of the credit and

in the field of Accounting Analytics at the Erasmus University. Her

collection process.

dissertation deals with the integration of analytics and controlling.

Janine Burghardt

Daniel Marks

Janine Burghardt has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller's team

Daniel Marks has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller‘s team since

since October 2018. She previously studied International Busi-

January 2020. He completed his Bachelor (B.Sc.) in Economics at

ness Administration (B.Sc.) at the European University Viadrina in

the LMU Munich and his Master (M.Sc.) in Technology Manage-

Frankfurt (Oder) and Management and Marketing (M.Sc.) at the

ment (TUM-BWL) at the Technical University of Munich with

Free University Berlin and spent semesters abroad at Copenha-

an exchange semester at KEDGE Business School in Bordeaux.

gen Business School (Denmark) and Jiaotong University in Shang-

Prior to his studies he did an apprenticeship in the Hotel Indus-

hai (China). After her studies, she worked as a consultant in an

try. During his studies he gained work experience in the areas of

auditing company and in the controlling department of a leading

Accounting and Controlling in various industries as well as in a

NGO. Her dissertation deals with the integration of behavioral

big-four consulting company. In the context of his dissertation, he

indicators for performance improvement.

deals with organizational culture and management control and its
impact on organizational and individual behavior.

Nora Gautschi

Max Schlicher

Nora Gautschi has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller's team

Max Schlicher has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller‘s team

since May 2020, prior to which she completed a Master in Accoun-

since August 2021. He holds a B.Sc. in Business Administration

ting and Finance (MAccFin) at the University of St.Gallen. Before

from the University of Mannheim and has participated in exch-

her Master's degree she worked for more than seven years in

ange programs with McGill University in Montreal, Canada and BI

startups, most of the time as a co-founder. She was active in the

Norwegian Business School in Oslo, Norway. Prior to his master

field of digital women's health, wearables, and high-tech sports-

studies in Accounting and Finance at the University of St. Gallen,

wear. In the context of her dissertation, she focuses on research

he worked in the controlling department of two German auto-

questions at the interface between performance management

motive manufacturers. His dissertation deals with the potential

and health care.

and implications of self-service BI. At the chair, he also leads
the development of the Power BI-based House of Performance
Cockpit (HPC).

TEAM

Flavia Schmid

Sophie Stopp

Flavia Schmid has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller‘s team since

Sophie Stopp has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller‘s team since

September 2019. She completed her studies in Business Adminis-

January 2021. Sophie completed her bachelor’s degree in Business

tration (B.A.) and Accounting and Finance (M.A.) at the University

Administration at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

of St.Gallen and an MBA semester at the IPADE Business School

and continued her academic education with the Master of Busi-

in Mexico City. During her studies she worked in tax consulting

ness Innovation at the University of St. Gallen. During her master

in banking and as a student assistant at the University of St.Gallen.

she has already gained practical experience in teaching and rese-

In her dissertation she investigates control configurations that

arch while working at the Institute of Information Management.

foster learning under uncertainty.

At the chair, she supports the Hilti Lab by continuing the research about compensation, motivation and individual performance

Jasmin Schmid

management.

Jasmin Schmid, M.Sc., has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller's

Michael Weiser

team since October 2019. She completed her Bachelor (B.Sc.)
in Business Administration with specialization in Internatio-

Michael Weiser has been a Ph.D. student in Prof. Möller's team

nal Management & Entrepreneurship and her Master (M.Sc.) in

since January 2019. He holds a B.Sc. in Business Administration

Information Systems and Business Process Management at the

from the University of Liechtenstein and a M.A. in Accounting and

University of Liechtenstein. During her Master studies she gained

Finance from the University of St. Gallen. Michael is a laureate of

work experience in the areas of Change Management and Master

the Liechtenstein Banking Award and has worked in the financial

Product Scheduling at Autoneum and in Project Management and

services industry as Head of Projects for three years. In his rese-

IT Controlling at Hilti. In the context of her dissertation, she deals

arch he investigates AI governance and how to combine machine

with the implications of agile practices and their context-specific

learning based forecasts with human judgment. He also leads the

usage in project management.

development of the HPC.

Richard Sentinella
Richard Sentinella joined the team in January 2020 after working

We thank our interns and student assistants, that supported us

for several years in IT in Germany. He received his M.Sc. in

throughout the year:

Socio-Ecological Economics and Policy from the Vienna Univer-

Marie Hammermeister

sity of Economics and Business and BBA in Economics and

Julian Held

German from the University of Portland in Oregon. His interest

Saskia Kieferle

in Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence brought him to the

Dominik Kofian

chair to work as part of the SNSF NRP 77 research consor-

Lukasz Kreft

tium for “Governance and Legal Framework for managing arti-

Lukas Rychener

ficial intelligence (AI).” His dissertation will focus on manage-

Theresa Seehofer

ment controls and how they are used in the context of AI.

Felix Prinz
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Professor Dr. Daniel Oyon

Professor Dr. Gaia Melloni

Professor Dr. Michael Burkert

Professor Dr. Klaus Möller

Doctoral Colloquium and Chair Excursion
By now a tradition between the Management Accounting chairs of the Universities of Fribourg, Lausanne and St. Gallen is the doctoral
colloquium which takes place twice a year. This time we were invited to Fribourg by Prof. Michael Burkert, Chair for Managerial Accounting and Control at the University of Fribourg. The event started with the academic part where Janine Burghardt, Arianna Pisciella and
Maël Schnegg presented their current research projects. They received very constructive feedback from all participants. The day continued with a tour through the picturesque city of Fribourg, where we took a view across the “Rösti-Graben” and could discover the
French-Swiss way of living, which impressed quite a lot. The tour left also room for informal conversations that we continued into the
evening at local burger restaurant.The following day, our chair further explored the beautiful area around Fribourg with a hike around the
Schwarzsee. In 2022, we are looking forward to invite our colleagues to St. Gallen.

TEAM ACTIVITIES
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Dr. Johannes Seefried

Johannes’ dissertation dealt with the development of the CFO
function from an accounting-driven profile to a finance business

Dr. Johannes Seefried star-

partner and the requirements that come with this development.

ted his professional career

In the dissertation he developed a framework to assess and

with Hilti in 2011 as a Finance

develop competences defined as critical for the business partner

Controller in Hilti’s Central

function. This framework has been verified within a detailed case

Europe region. Next to his

study described in the dissertation.

role as a Business Partner to
the regional marketing depart-

After finishing his PhD at the University of St. Gallen in 2016,

ment, he led various global

Johannes joined back Hilti in the Shared Services Centre in Cent-

projects within the Finance &

ral Europe heading the Purchase-to-Pay as well as the Order-

Controlling function, such as the rollout of a new compensation

to-Cash and the Treasury Teams to ensure proper steering of

system for Hilti’s account managers or the implementation of a

invoicing and treasury processes for Hilti’s Central Europe region.

new group steering logic within the Finance function.
In 2017, Johannes took over the position as Head of Finance /
With the background of a B.Sc. from the University of Augsburg, a

Senior Finance Business Partner at Hilti in Germany, where

German Diploma in Business Administration from the University

his job involved steering the company’s activities in Northern

of Augsburg and an MBA from the University of Dayton (OH),

Germany and developing strategies to steer 600 salespeople in a

USA, Johannes joined the Chair for Controlling / Performance

direct sales force model.

Management and the Hilti Lab in 2014. During his time at the
Hilti Lab, Johannes worked on the development of methodical

In 2020, Johannes Seefried took over his current position as

trainings in the field of performance management, introduced a

CFO / Finance Business Partner at Hilti South Africa, where his

competence model for the finance business partner function at

job includes setting the strategic direction for the Subregion

Hilti and contributed to trainings and personnel assessments for

Southern Africa, the reorganisation of departments while imple-

the business partner function at Hilti globally.

menting compliant processes as well as to develop people to
sustain a stable organisational structure in the future.
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